Approaches to studying mass housing development in the history of the postwar Soviet architecture . Nowadays the aesthetic value and the mechanism of aestheticization of the Soviet mass housing development heritage are becoming some of the high-priority tasks for researchers 8 . The complex study of mass housing development is presented in the book "Towards a typology of Soviet mass housing: prefabrication in the USSR 1955 USSR -1991 , which presents an analysis of the stages of mass housing development and the most valuable series of houses from an aesthetic point of view.
In fact, over a span of as many as 35 years Soviet urban planners managed to implement the principles of idealized modernist urbanism 10 on the scale of a large country on every structural level -from regional planning to minimalistic design of individual apartments. Cities acquired new architectural forms, whereas previous architectural forms became elements that were embedded into the new urban tissue 11 .
By mid-1950s the process of national industrialization was completed de jure, giving place to housing which became the dominant development project in the USSR. It had a purely utilitarian goal, i.e. resolving the so-called "housing question" as soon as it was possible. This idea was widely propagated because of the necessity to implement a new way of organizing human resources, which could involve all the life spheres of a common Soviet citizen within a single production cycle that had already been established. Tha †t is why the architectural method that had been actively developed after the war evolved into an experimental search for efficient standard designs, where the main criterion for approving design proposals was their technical and economic efficiency.
Despite the fact that all regional development relied upon the same ideological basis, the position of various regions within the national system of distribution was not the same. Nor were the people who were responsible for local regional development. Therefore, a more thorough research into the phenomenon of the post-war Soviet housing development calls for deeper understanding of those people who stood behind the achievements and failures of the epic architectural and urban development in various parts of the former Soviet Union, including the reconstruction of existing situations with certain local restrictions, analysis of (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) and Saltovskiy housing estates were implemented under the guidance and according to fundamental design proposals made by the same architect -Leonid Tyulpa (1922 Tyulpa ( -1994 It took him only two years to develop a detailed street design, together with nine residential buildings which were subsequently erected 15 . At that period of time he was already trying to operate with large scales, looking for harmonious relationship between space and mass and using the conventional plasticity approach to façades only for decorative purposes. He paid more attention to living scenarios that were likely to emerge in proposed spaces; he thought more about the convenience of layouts and the economic feasibility of the proposed design solutions. 15 The photographs of L. Tyulpa's design proposals were found only in I.N. Lavrentiev's personal archive. Unfortunately, "Giprograd" archives for the period of 1951-1964 were destroyed when the institute moved to a new building, and the copies of documents were not submitted to state archives. The layouts of flats and the detailed plans of street ensemble patterns, which could shed more light on the evolution of the architect's creative method during the crucial period of 1950s, have also been lost. Therefore, it is recommended to proceed with searching for the remaining documents in personal archives. served as an axis that set the direction for the surrounding development. Besides, it was a major thoroughfare directed towards Moscow. In terms of functional zoning, the whole territory was roughly divided between housing, various social infrastructure facilities, scientific and research institutions. The housing area was in fact a compact and dense development with enlarged rectangular blocks that paid little attention to the existing topography. All social infrastructure facilities were part of a larger network and were located in the neighboring forested areas at some distance from the apartment blocks, whereas large territories were allocated for scientific and research institutions [ fig. 4 ].
This design proposal was subject to later modifications: social infrastructure facilities were brought back inside residential blocks; a new botanical garden of Kharkiv University was designed in Sarzhin Yar ravine; pedestrian safety measures were taken along the high-speed Lenin avenue; the entire development was implemented with standard 1-424 series apartment houses, which helped to reduce the costs significantly and simulate the method of creating "micro-districts".
Technically speaking, the task was completed, as the project did comply with new ideological requirements, so in 1956 the project was approved by the USSR State
Committee on Urban Planning and Construction followed by the construction of the first three blocks. However, the imitation of "micro-districting" approach did not lead to any considerable changes in the old principles of housing development.
In 1957, when the mythology of the new regime was already firmly established, architectural forms referred to such concepts as "coziness", "affordability" and "naturalness" 18 . In the center of each micro-district there were schools and daycare centers, which were grouped around gardens. Miscellaneous retail outlets, as well as social and utility infrastructure facilities (shops, canteens, laundries, garages, etc.) were located along the boundaries of these micro-districts. Apartment houses were accessed via a network of dead-end driveways within the block. Broad walking alleys were laid out that linked apartment houses with various facilities, public transport stops and small local gardens within the boundaries of the block.
The housing estate could be conveniently accessed by various kinds of public transport, such as trams, trolleybuses, buses and taxi.
According to Tyulpa's design proposal, Lenin avenue was no longer a busy highway that was going beyond the city. Instead, it was expected to approach the central square and make a gentle turn as it was going around the housing estate. In this way a major thoroughfare was transformed into a forest road that led to the socalled "recreational places" in the forest. In fact, the architect believed that the most preferable ending for this avenue would be a dead-end altogether, in order to prevent its potential connection with the ring-road
19
. A separate road for freight vehicles was designed in the southern part of the housing estate.
The center of Pavlovo Pole was designed on a small hill, stretching along Lenin avenue towards Alekseevskaya Balka ravine, where the architects envisaged a park and a sports complex with a stadium for 7,000 spectators 20 . There was a plan to build a cultural center with an auditorium for 800 people, a widescreen cinema with 1,200 seats, a hotel, a shopping mall, a cafe, a post office, several retail outlets, an automatic telephone exchange office and a car park in the center of the housing estate. The square where these buildings were supposed to be located was completely traffic-free. The areas where scientific and research institutes were supposed to be located in the previous project in order to bring more "pageantry"
to the area were now allocated for housing. A botanical garden with an area of approximately 60 ha was laid out on the southern slopes of Sarzhin Yar ravine. A hospital and several out-patient medical centers were designed closer the forest.
[ Fig. 5 Micro-district No. 1 within Pavlovo Pole housing estate was the first micro-district in Kharkiv where the principle of "micro-districting" was implemented.
Mirco-district No. 1 occupied the territory of 120,000 square meters and was designed for 13.3 thousand dwellers. It was divided into 5 residential blocks for 1,900 -2,700 people in each. These blocks consisted of 6-8 slab apartment houses and two apartment houses for small families with the so-called corridortype planning. Each residential block was supposed to have a courtyard with a small garden with sports facilities and a playground, a splash pool and recreation areas.
There were playgrounds for children and board games areas designed next to each building. The project envisaged the construction of 5-storey buildings (series 1-438, 1-445 and 1-468) within each block, and there was also a plan to build four single-section 10-12-storey buildings along Shlyakhovaya street. Spaces among residential blocks were supposed to accommodate various social, retail and utility facilities, such as grocery and department stores, garages, laundries, workshops, storage rooms, utility sheds for janitors, and public restrooms. As a rule, these facilities were detached buildings. The basement floors in the apartment houses for small families (1-445-3 series) were occupied by shared kitchens, various service facilities (e.g. shoe repair shop, etc.), hairdressers, and the so-called "red corners" for Communist propaganda. The method of "row houses" was first used in this micro-district. The total length of one such "row house" was about 180 m.
A year later L. Tyulpa described the shortcomings of Krykin's design in the following way, "Lenin avenue intersects the center of the housing estate, makes a sli t t rn to ards a clearin in t e orest and inally oins t e y ass i ay and a ma or i ay o nd or osco . lon its entire length, the avenue is designed as a ate ay i ay it a meter ro ile. The streets are designed in a very deliberate eometric attern t at does not al ays ta e into consideration the natural peculiarities of the plot. For example, in its northern part the avenue crosses one of the arms of le see s aya al a ra ine ile t e desi n of Novo-Prodolnaya Street does not take into account the edge of the forest. Development along some of the streets, particularly that of Novo-Prodolnay and Ochakovskaya streets is too omo eneo s. ... t o ld si ni icantly orsen t e li in conditions o eo le leadin to the duplication of existing outbound roads and re irin si ni icant tree c ttin . o Lenin avenue is a major road connecting the city center it a lo o ole o sin estate and recreational places in the forest nearby"
As many as five kindergartens (for 140-280 children) and two schools (for 520 and 960 students, the former being the existing school), were designed for the 2-438 series apartment houses and they were located next to the local garden that belonged to this micro-district. For the sake of more efficient use of the territory, it was assumed that both schools would share sports facilities. The garden played an important role in the life of the micro-district: firstly, it separated children facilities from residential buildings; secondly, it integrated all green areas into one single network;
thirdly, it absorbed all major footpaths that led to public transport stops and adjacent micro-districts, as well as sports grounds and various social and utility facilities.
The proposed design did not allow transit vehicles in the micro-district -all driveways finished with dead-ends. The distance between driveways and the most remote entries to apartment buildings did not exceed 60-80 m [ fig. 7 ].
Tyulpa's designs were distinguished for their thorough elaboration. He searched for more efficient design and engineering solutions and he criticized his colleagues for insufficient study of the local topography, which invariably resulted in higher basement floors and increased the cost of construction. L. Tyulpa pointed out that the existing catalogs of standardized designs issued in 1958 had no single-section houses and buildings, where sections had different grade levels; he also believed that it was worth taking into account the existing trees as it might significantly reduce landscaping costs in future. It was L. Tyulpa who made sure that all design documents were developed and released for the whole micro-district, rather than for individual blocks, which helped to reduce discrepancies in the course of their alignment.
Restoration of Kharkiv city center and construction of Saltovskiy housing estate for 300,000 dwellers: the implementation of modernist dream The project suggested the renovation of the existing residential blocks, introducing several new 9-storey multi-section houses, a number of facilities belonging to scientific and research institutions, "Intourist" hotel and a circus. Besides, it was planned to unite all the green areas into a single system, which involved the expansion of Shevchenko garden and the removal of run-down housing on the slopes of Klochkovskaya street. The slopes were turned into green areas, and so were the riverfronts and the area to the east of Pobedy park.
The architects also suggested the restoration of the existing transport system. In order to facilitate the south-north pedestrian traffic, the east-west transit traffic was arranged along the southern border of the city center (which meant the construction of a new thoroughfare with two tunnels under Teveleva square), whereas the northsouth transit traffic was organized along Klochkovskaya street with an access to Oktyabrskoy Revolyutsii street.
Before starting the design of Saltovskiy housing estate, Leonid Tyulpa outlined the following objectives to be achieved in this project. It sought to provide all necessary conditions for public welfare and recreation; to create a network of social and utility infrastructure facilities; to ensure transport and walking accessibility both within the district and its access to outbound roads; to provide adequate living conditions during construction; to make best use of the existing topography. That was why he considered Saltovskiy housing estate as an independent satellite city of the historical Kharkiv, which would have its own center and all the elements typical of a city. This approach was supposed to result in a balanced city designed "from scratch", taking into account the needs of the population, the most feasible public transport routes, the arrangement of cultural and recreational facilities and institutions. However, this decision had to be abandoned because the creation of a new city near the existing one would entail a major change in the entire internal structure of the radial ring communications of the city with a million-plus population.
Since it required additional material expenses, it was decided to design Saltovskiy housing estate as part of the existing city in the form of two large interconnected residential areas connected with the rest of the city by means of arterial grid.
By 1963 it had become clear that the plan to build 16 million square meters (9 meters per person) by 1970 was not achievable. In order to accomplish that plan, it would be necessary to increase the amount of built housing up to 500 -700 thousand square meters per year, which was beyond the capacity of Glavkharkovstroy (General Agency for Urban Planning and Construction in Kharkiv).
L. Tyulpa made a decision to "enlarge every structural element within the housing estate" 22 and divided the whole estate into two residential areas "A" and "B" (100 thousand dwellers and 2 thousand ha in each area). Each area was divided into several micro-districts of 130-480 ha (seven and six micro-districts within the residential areas "A" and "B" respectively). These residential areas were predominantly occupied by 9-12-story apartment houses with some space reserved for higher buildings. The distances between the intersections were 0.9 -1.5 km. Placed within a walking distance of 400 meters, retail outlets and social and utility infrastructure facilities were enlarged to provide for the needs of up to 30 thousand people. L. Tyulpa was quite convinced that this kind of "enlargement" would be very beneficial, as it was expected to reduce the construction and maintenance costs, ensure a higher level of service, bring a greater variety of goods to department stores. The centers of those residential micro-districts were duly located in compliance with the standard radius of 1 km, whereas the distance between the district centers was 2 km. The design proposal suggested the location of public transport stops, as well as the accessibility and coverage radius [ fig. 9 ].
The total layout of the housing estate was based on the "home-work" system, meaning that the life of a common dweller was organized between these too destinations. So the living scenario was arranged along the network of highspeed roads which were essential for providing a convenient and quick access to workplaces. There were some public transport routes available within the territory of the housing estate, such as buses, trolleybuses, trams, shuttle buses and taxis. A new underground line was expected to appear here as well 23 . Along the Districts no. 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 531, 533, 534, 535, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 614, 615, 625, 626, 656 . Drawings.
Source: I. Lavrentiev's personal archives.
widest thoroughfares, namely Akademika Pavlova street and Traktorostroiteley avenue, there was a plan to build high-rise buildings and large public buildings.
The intersections of major roads, on top of low hills, turned into local centers of residential blocks, where the dwellers could have access to social and utility infrastructure facilities and parks with well-equipped sports facilities.
The so-called "focusing" method was employed for the detailed planning of residential blocks, which was used in the Ukrainian Soviet Republic for the first time. The main idea behind this method was placing social and utility infrastructure facilities around public transport stops 24 . Public transport stops became the primary elements of social and utility infrastructure network. This method made it possible to enlarge the grid of major thoroughfares, to reduce the number of intersections, to increase the distance between transport stops to 800-900 meters, to reduce the number of stops, and to increase the overall speed of traffic by 20%. The "focusing" method fully complied with the principle of "micro-districting". By means of employing this principle, a micro-district was not limited to the streets, but it became organized around the "focus", i.e. the radius of accessibility. The number and the capacity of social and utility facilities that were supposed to be covered by one "focus" center was carefully calculated, the location of public transport stops was well thought through, and the layout of major footpaths was outlined. The estimated population of one "focus" center in
Kharkiv was approximately 28-30 thousand people [ fig. 10 , 11].
Within micro-districts residential groups were usually placed at the corners of the territories located between busy thoroughfares, whereas more "neutral" areas were allocated for local gardens, schools and kindergartens. The area followed a clear functional diagram: residential groups were located in the vicinity of public transport stops and social and utility infrastructure facilities; retail outlets and other facilities were located along the thoroughfares and near public transport stops; schools and kindergartens were placed in green areas in the core of the micro-district. In the same way as in the design of Pavlovo Pole housing estate, L. Tyulpa placed schools and kindergartens outside residential courtyards, which made it possible to create large courtyards with all necessary facilities, green Other facilities used by the population (schools, kindergartens, nurseries, public gardens, sports facilities, etc.) which did not require immediate access to transport) were located beyond this "zone of coverage". These were the so-called "neutral areas" Later, this method was applied in the design of residential areas of other cities, for example in Kyiv, Darnitsa. The design proposal also envisaged the construction of a university campus, i.e. several colleges with housing for students and teaching staff, a sports complex and utility facilities, alongside with a construction camp and scientific and research institutions. Taking into account the peculiarities of topography and river floodplains, a unified system of green areas was developed that brought together all local parks, gardens and boulevards, creating a comprehensive walking scenario not only within the micro-districts, but also throughout the entire housing estate. The year of 1959 marked the beginning of Bolshaya Zhuravlevskaya water reserve (the so-called "Kharkiv Sea"), measuring 0.6 km wide and 3 km long, which was meant to become a key destination for recreation: a stadium, a park, beaches and boat stations were designed there. On the southern side of the housing estate, along the Nemyshlya river, another park with man-made lakes was planned.
The main difficulty faced by the urban planners was a rather poor "palette" of standardized buildings. The task of locating various social and utility infrastructure facilities was further complicated by the absence of standardized designs for such facilities with a capacity of 25-30 thousand people. Therefore, in some cases the architects had either to modify the existing projects, or to allow lower capacity of these facilities, or to duplicate institutions that were identical in their functions. While designing each micro-district, L. Tyulpa followed the rule he established himself: there had to be at least one truly original project designed for each micro-district.
[ Fig. 13 Saltovskiy housing estate was built very rapidly due to the use of prefabricated structures produced by Kharkiv-based factories (DSK-1 and DSK-2). 320-480 thousand square meters of housing were built annually. There were cases when a nine-story house was erected in 32 days, while the installation of the superstructure took only 17 days 25 [ fig. 14, 15 ].
The last years of Leonid Tyulpa's active work were associated with the design of thirteen micro-districts of Saltovskiy housing estate (numbers 601, 602, 603, 604, 5, 6, 605, 521, 520, 522, 624, 625 and 626) [ fig. 12, 13 ].
Conclusion
The approval of design solutions on the basis of their technical and economic feasibility was the main method of architectural design in the USSR starting since doma, Gorizont, etc. Despite the fact that these two implementations were created in other different economic and political context, they were adapted and they are operating today. This allows us to talk about the possibility of a successful integrated regeneration of this urban environment.
Due to development of these two housing estates during a very short period of time, less than 35 years, more than 350,000 people were able to settle their new individual apartments. However, L. Tyulpa's ideas were not fully realized. Unwieldy bureaucratic Party apparatus and the imperfection of the construction procedure technologies led to mistakes, which had to be solved directly on the fabricating yard. Despite the fact that L. Tyulpa managed to obtain permits and sometimes designed individual projects for service objects, their number was very small.
The housing estates were large and monotonous; they could not to answer the people needs in the quality living environment. Saltovskiy housing estate also was not realized as a separate socialist city that L. Tyulpa wanted. Although this nonrealization allowed the estate to better adapt in the new economic conditions. Bibliography
